April 20, 2018

Launch of Study Material for Executive Programme
(New Syllabus 2017)
“Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it today.”

The Institute of Company Secretaries of India with its ever evolving educational structure aims to incorporate each single
development in every arena of corporate activity concerning this brigade of professionals to make them truly live up to the
meaning of ‘intellectuals’.
The Company Secretaryship Course intends to inculcate in its students and more so the professionals of tomorrow with the
right amount of knowledge, skill and training to render them fit in every possible environment facing the corporate arena.
Understanding the significance of knowledge in any professional course, especially one of the stature of this one, the Team ICSI
has covered lengths and breadths in developing an apt Study material sustaining the needs of the dynamics of Indian
corporates and the structure of the New Syllabus of 2017. It is heartening for me to share that the study material so developed
has been strengthened with deliberations with not just Company Secretaries but Industry Experts and other professionals
with a wide spectrum of acquaintance with the needs and requirements of the companies in the Indian Mainland.
At this juncture, I am pleased to share that the study material for the subjects of Executive Programme under New Syllabus has
been uploaded on the ICSI website for the benefit of the students at the link:
https://www.icsi.edu/AcademicCorner/StudyMaterialNewSyllabus2017.aspx
Executive Programme (New Syllabus – Examination to be held on December 2018)
MODULE – I

MODULE – II

Jurisprudence, Interpretation and General Laws
(Paper-1)

Corporate & Management Accounting (Paper-5)

Company Law (Paper-2)

Securities Laws and Capital Markets (Paper-6)

Setting up of Business Entities and Closure (Paper-3)

Economic, Business and Commercial Laws (Paper-7)

Tax Laws (Paper-4)

Financial and Strategic Management (Paper-8)

It goes without saying that utmost care has been taken to ensure that the contents covered under respective study material is
all encompassing, completely updated and fully analyzed. Further, efforts have been made to incorporate sufficient number of
case laws / practical aspects / practical problems as per the requirement of each subject.
I also convey my heartfelt gratitude to all the Writers / Reviewers / Resource Persons and Academic Officers in ICSI who burnt
their midnight oil and contributed immensely towards the writing / reviewing / value addition of the contents of the study
material of the subjects mentioned hereinabove.
I wish all the prospective Governance Professionals and Corporate Saviours a very bright future ahead !
CS Makarand Lele
President, ICSI

